
 

Redefining traditional DR strategies is imperative

When it comes to modern data protection, not all data should be treated the same way. Long gone are the days of just
dumping a bunch of files onto a tape overnight and sending it to the vault.
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Today's organisations are less concerned about data backup times, than they are about ensuring a quick and easy
recovery of application data and business services due to a natural or human-induced disaster. Recovery time and
recovery point objectives are becoming more precise and demanding as service level agreements (SLA's) begin to cover
larger amounts of data.

A recent IDC survey of small and medium-sized business users revealed that 67% of these firms have a recovery time
requirement of less than four hours, while 31% have a recovery time requirement of less than two hours. Recovering from
multiple mediums, such as storage area network (SAN) snapshots, hypervisor guests and virtualised applications is critical
to maintaining productivity and avoid the legal risks and hefty financial penalties that come with broken SLA's. Rapid
application recovery is fast becoming the only option, providing organisations with new levels of agility that are critical in
today's information era.

Outages and natural disasters

In a region where serious outages and natural disasters are not uncommon, the lack of a comprehensive disaster recovery
(DR) plan has the very real potential of threatening the continued existence of some organisations. Many companies in
South East Asia do not have a cohesive DR strategy or have implemented DR strategies which cannot sufficiently
safeguard them from these business crippling risks.

Key DR challenges identified in the region:

• Lack of automation: The manual management of information requires a significant investment of time and burdens
technical teams to simply manage backups and address issues as they arise. There is no time to take a nuanced approach
based on mission criticality. Manual systems create greater risk around human error, confidential data exposure and
information loss. With automated information lifecycle systems, today's IT teams should focus more on individual SLA's,
and should prioritise automation to free up administrators to fulfil more difficult tasks.
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• Use of tape: While tape is fine for slow archival storage, it is too inefficient and slow for the rapid pace of DR restores,
especially at the application level. In terms of global data growth, the world generated over 90% of extant data in the last two
years alone. That's a game-changing statistic. Yet, many organisations in Asia-Pacific still rely on tape as a key source of
backup, hindering their ability to be agile, flexible and react quickly to both crises and market opportunities.

• Redundant data: The proliferation of data silos within Asia Pacific organisations are hindering the ability for IT managers
to make insight-based decisions and effectively manage large pools of data. This results in increased IT costs, hindered
innovation and a segmented view of the business. A Commvault-commissioned survey by IDC found that 40% of IT
decision makers across APAC report that backup, recovery, data protection and analytics strategies are still managed at a
departmental level .

• Network bottlenecks: Asia and the Pacific are amongst the world's most natural disaster-prone areas. Of the world's
reported natural disasters between 2004 and 2013, 41.2% or 1,690 incidences, occurred in the Asia-Pacific region alone.
Compounding this, South East Asia is made up of predominantly under-developed and developing economies with slow and
unreliable network connections. For example, in Thailand, businesses have lost $297m in revenue from network downtime
over the past year.

So how can companies move past these challenges and adopt a modern approach to DR? Organisations can consider
using block-level methods with orchestrated snapshot and streaming recovery across backup data with incremental change
capture.

Downstream efficiencies

This technology captures regular snapshots of only time incremental changes in information (rather than entire environment
every time), which dramatically reduces network impact during data protection operations. Incremental change capture also
provides downstream efficiencies in network and storage utilisation by reading and moving the delta blocks and storing only
the unique changed blocks. This reduces bandwidth and storage requirements for ongoing recovery operations, and
speeds recovery point objective (RPO) and recovery time objective (RTO).

Additionally, organisations can drive the benefits below from including incremental change capture in their checklist as they
seek to advance their data management strategy:

• Lower impact on the business as full backups are not required - as much as 90% less impact, compared with streaming
backup.
• Workload computing capacity typically required for backup will be available for other business needs.
• An hourly recovery point minimises risk by reducing RPO.
• Reduction of data storage space as a single copy of the data can be used for multiple purposes.
• Faster data recovery as data is stored in an open format instead of a proprietary format.

As mega trends like migration to the cloud, anywhere computing, and the explosive growth of data sweep across all



industries, business expectations have also evolved. Businesses have become increasingly intolerant of data loss and
services downtime. Redefining traditional DR strategies assures continued availability of information, which is fundamental
to maintaining a competitive edge and enabling innovation.
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